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The reduced sulfur compounds (RSC), H2S and S2O32-, are all highly soluble and are relatively non-toxic. While there is a high overpotential loss in these systems, the minimal free energy of oxidation for H2S [ 89
] or S2O32- [ 90 ] are both lower than for SmEET or phosphite. The disadvantage of RSC are that they may have limited transport capacities. For example, H2S has a low diffusion limit of 12.9 μM, and S2O32- has a

low diffusion limit of only 0.1 mM, which likely limits their transport capacities. In addition, both H2S and S2O32- do not form stable direct cell-electrode contact [ 91 ]. Despite these potential pitfalls, engineering
biology has demonstrated H2S and S2O32- transport can be more efficient than SmEET or soluble electron shuttles. The Mtr complex of Shewanella oneidensis MR-1 [ 32 ] has a transport efficiency of 1-2×10-4

atoms cm-2 while SmEET has an efficiency of 1.2×10-4 atoms cm-2 [ 47, 87 ] demonstrating that the efficiency of SmEET can be significantly improved. The first hint that a SmEET process like this might be
relevant came when Firmicutes that fix carbon using the sulfate-reducing enzyme, dissimilatory sulfite reductase, were found to encode FccA homologs [ 105 ] (Figure 6). Like the sulfate-based process, FccA-

mediated electron transport requires energy coupling by a transmembrane protein, FccB, and a cytochrome for electron acceptance. The FccA sequence is widespread in Firmicutes but not other genera of bacteria
and archaea. This suggests a possible function. Consistent with this, a deletion of FccA severely impairs growth on sulfate, fumarate, and nitrate and causes a partial block in sulfate reduction in the absence of

FccB [ 100, 106, 107 ]. 5ec8ef588b
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